
Why IoT is the solution for your business

IoT end-to-end stack makes it possible
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IoT products enable to sense and capture unstructure information of any work enviroment, and convert that 
into data. That data then becomes available to you so you can access analytics, discover patterns and insight 
and improve those processes that have long been an issue to your operation performance.
The power of IoT is that you can transform various processes making them work intelligently.  

IoT made real 
Identify and control the hidden inefficiencies in your operations

Start by identifying the inefficiencies in your 
operations. Those simple issues that you need to 

focus on solving to make your operation more 
profitable and efficient.  

 Use simple sensors and controlllers with no expensive 
setup (stick and play) to start measuring what you need 
to control. You can choose among motion sensors, 
temperature sensors, humidity sensors, among others.

Our multi-protocol central hub will gather all the 
information and consolidated into one dashboard that 

you willl be able to customize without need of 
specialized technical expertise or coding.

Setup your own functions, alerts, anomaly detection 
and access historical data. 

 

Create your own Applications to manage and control 
the devices daily. The application will allow you to 
track and monitor functions in real time and alert you 
when anomalies are detected. 



Even if your business is thriving, you likely experience some of this really tipical pain points in the industry that 
prevent your operations from being much more efficient. 
Our easy to implement end-to-end IoT stack helps quickly, and with mimimun investment, fix some of the most 
griped-about food industry issues.

Efficiency gaps 
in the food industry

Something is wrong in the operation? 
Our System will trigger instant notifications so you can take action inmediately. 
The anomaly detection will alert you of any change on patterns instantly.

The best part? 
This is a DIY system that can be programmed, modified or updated by you without calling 
specialized service to do so.

Self programming and alert notification
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Being able to know with precision when there is a major change in temperature or humidity can 
make all the difference between loosing money on wasted food or just quickly fixing the issue. 
We place a stick and play sensor in your unit that connects to our sofware so you start receiving 
alerts instantly. Access historical data to identify patterns and any other possible hidden 
inefficiencies.

Learn exactly where consumption is going and where there's room for savings.
By simple connecting our smart sensors, you can access detailed information about energy usage 
as well as historical data for better analysis. 
Setup instant alerts to detect any anomalies in usage.

Webee offers the right control solution no matter what type of lighting system you have installed, 
incandescent, flouresecent, LED, we manage them intelligently to enahce control and ensure 
efficient usage as well as automated functions.

Real-time refrigerator status

Energy consumption measuring 

Lighting control


